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Kenneth White’s Essays: 









and on one of  White’s collections of  essays: The Wanderer and his Charts: 


















collections: La Figure du Dehors (1982), Une Apocalypse tranquille (1985), and 









































the Judges Said…: Essays, pp. 187–93).
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following the transformations of  the self  and the meanderings of  thought” 
(p. 58). In another, related, essay in this collection “Along the Atlantic 
Coast” (pp. 111–28), White quotes Montaigne’s claim that he doesn’t 










































Manley   Hopkins and  Joyce  then Leonardo da Vinci. We move back  to 










concepts. 3 White himself  rationalises the inclusion of  so many references 
by declaring that they are an attempt “to get away from the little-genius-
in-the-corner  idea and open up a world network” 4. For much of   the 
rest of  his readership, it has to be said, the overall impression created by 












(p. 136) that he so abhors: “Il faut trouver … trouver un langage qui ne soit pas 
seulement une communication inter-humaine, mais une communication entre soi et 
l’univers.” (Le Champ du grand travail, p. 124)





oral  language almost as much as written language (Le Champ du grand 





   4.  Kenneth White interviewed by Hugh Macpherson, Scottish Book Collector, vol. 2, no 1, August/
September 1989, pp. 2–4.





travail, pp. 106–7)—and a certain roughness: “Il y a dans mon écriture une 




























himself   says,  such pretension contravenes Anglo-British  strictures on 
taste”  (Kennedy, p. 177).  In  the  interview transcribed  in Le Champ du 
grand travail, Claude Fintz evokes  the dangers of  “gouriication”  (p. 39), 
   6.  But this too has been a source of  criticism: his prose technique has been criticized as being 
overly naturalistic and downbeat: “the naturalism far too often descends into the dead language of  
clichés, obsolete sixties slang and dreary narcissistic digressions. No less alienating is the constant 
recurrence of  the one-line paragraph, slightly rephrasing, in the form of  a gesture, part of  the point 
of  the previous longer paragraph. The effect of  this is usually bathos.” (Kennedy, p. 174)
   7.  Pierre Jamet refers to “the sheer narcissistic tendency in his work” (p. 108).
   8.  Ian Bell voices the suspicion thus: “Geopoetics seems, at bottom, like a personal credo” (p. 18).
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White responds vigorously, denying that he is or wants to be anyone’s 

























































lyse en marche, en mouvement), d’auto-poétique. (Le Champ du grand travail, 
p. 67)
He admits to currently thinking about writing a fully-ledged auto-











   9.  Le Champ du grand travail, pp. 67 and 108.
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